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e create ourselves out of the stories we tell about our lives, stories that 

impose purpose and meaning on experiences that often seem random and discon-

tinuous. As we scrutinize our own past in the e≠ort to explain ourselves to ourselves,

we discover—or invent—consistent motivations, characteristic patterns, fundamental

values, a sense of self. Fashioned out of memories, our stories become our identities.

Historians tell stories, too. But we who consider ourselves

professional practitioners of the craft

have been trained to mis-

trust the tales people tell,

even as we fill pages with our

renderings of others’ lives. We

cast a critical eye on what our

long-dead informants tell us

about their experiences; we

check their assertions about

themselves against other sorts of

evidence. Are statements in diaries

and letters borne out by legal and

public records? Are they supported

by the writings of contemporaries

Catherine Drew Gilpin, Girl Scout, on February 9, 1957,
the week she wrote to “Mr. Eisenhower.” Not yet an 
historian, she misdated her letter, writing “1956.”
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with di≠erent perspectives and agendas? We challenge the nar-

ratives of our historical colleagues as we endeavor to find the

truth, and we build careers by revising interpretations, by piec-

ing together data in new ways that yield a new plot, a fresh ac-

count, a richer understanding about a segment of the past.

To be a historian is thus to be in some sense a living contradic-

tion. We are at once the agents and the objects of history. We are

on the one hand individuals—like all others—struggling to fashion

a coherent and stable narrative of our own lives that will provide

the foundation of a self. Yet we are by education and inclination

compelled to be skeptical of such stories. We must, paradoxically,

place ourselves both outside and inside of history.

Arnold Toynbee wrote about this complex relationship with

the past when he remembered witnessing Queen Victoria’s Dia-

mond Jubilee procession as a small boy. History, he felt then, was

“something that happens to other people.” Triumphant imperial

Britain seemed in 1897 above history. But, he continued tellingly, if

he had been a small boy in the American South instead of in Lon-

don, he would have

known that “his-

tory had happened

to my people in my

part of the world.”

He would have

been inside it.

I
knew from the

time I was a

small child in

Virginia that I

l ived in histor y.

When I was born,

a half century after

the Diamond Ju-

bilee, the South

was still breathing

the air of war and

defeat. The Lee-

Jackson Highway took me to school;

ubiquitous Confederate-gray historical

markers memorialized battles like

Cedar Creek, Belle Grove, or Bethel, or

skirmishes along the Opequon and the

Shenandoah; seven small marble slabs

noted the presence of unnamed Con-

federate dead just behind my grandfa-

ther’s grave in the Old Chapel ceme-

tery; and my grandmother sought to inspire and instruct us

with choruses of “I’m a good old rebel/That’s just what I

am/For this fair land of freedom/I do not give a damn”—im-

pressing us in no small part by the entirely uncharacteristic

use of profanity to underscore her passion. But my sense 

of history was more immediate as well. By mid century,

the Civil War’s unresolved legacies of race had assumed

new urgency as the 1954 Brown v.  Board of Education
Supreme Court decision challenged the customs of

racial segregation that had been legally enshrined by

Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896. Now integration was to be-

come the law of the land; schools, and then all of south-

ern society, were to be transformed with “all deliberate speed.”

I have always known that I became a southern historian be-

cause I grew up in that particular time and place. My sense of self,

my story about how I became who I am, has always been situated

in events now nearly a half-century old and the subject of acade-

mic study for many of my fellow historians. I developed a narra-

tive about my childhood, about my identity as rebellious daugh-

ter, that I o≠ered to all those who asked—and to some who

didn’t—a narrative that explained my redemption as a white

southerner and my resurrection as civil-rights advocate and ac-

tivist. In the preface to Mothers of Invention, published in 1996, I

committed to print the story I had repeated so often.

My professional historical interest in the South grew out of

those early years…for I lived in Harry Byrd’s home county

during the era of Brown v. Topeka and “massive resistance” to

school desegregation….It was not until I heard news about

the Brown decision on the radio that I even noticed that my

elementary school was all white and recognized that this

was not an accident. But I

quickly penned a letter to

President Eisenhower to say

how illogical I thought this

seemed in the face of precepts

of equality I had already im-

bibed by second grade. I con-

fronted the paradox of being

both a southerner and an

American at an early age.

Seeing this explanation in print

was jarring, for it juxtaposed my

own narrative with the stories that

filled the rest of that book—sto-

ries I had subjected to the histo-

rian’s critical eye, had researched

and footnoted. Not a few of those

footnotes cited letters written by

women of all ages to their presi-

dent—to Je≠erson Davis, in this

study of Confederate women. But if

these letters, not to mention those

written to Lincoln, to FDR, and to

every other American president had

been saved and archived, why not my

letter to Eisenhower? It had never oc-

curred to me. But I could no longer

simply stand outside the past and make

my judgments about it. I had to look at

my own memories. I had to make myself

the object as well as the agent of history.

I had to find the footnote to document my

own life.

It seemed a long shot. Perhaps the letter

had been lost or misfiled. Perhaps it had

never existed. Perhaps I had just thought

about writing it or perhaps I had entirely in-

vented a legendary past in order to root my re-

bellious teenaged years of the 1960s in a dra-

matic childhood epiphany and a personal myth

of origin. Perhaps I had indeed written to Eisen-

Led by the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, protestors
rally at the Virginia capi-
tol on January 1, 1960,
after Prince 
Edward County’s school
board closed the
schools rather than
comply with court-
ordered integration.
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hower, but not with the enlightened integrationist and egalitarian

document of my memory. Perhaps I had sent something more con-

sistent with the conventional segregationist views of the white so-

ciety in which I lived. Perhaps the letter would be horrifying.

The papers of the Eisenhower administration are not stored,

like those of the nineteenth-century presidents with which I

was familiar, in the National Archives in Washington. Instead,

they have been collected in the Eisenhower Library in Abilene,

Kansas. And there, among 23 million pages of manuscripts,

was my letter. “I have located a letter, ” wrote archivist Her-

bert Pankratz in an e-mail titled “Letter by a School Child,”

“…in the White House Central Files. In the letter Miss Gilpin

expresses her feelings about how Black Americans are

treated and urges the president to make schools more open to

minorities.” But the letter was written in 1957, not 1954. Mr.

Pankratz o≠ered

to mail me a copy.

As I waited for

the envelope from

Abilene, I contin-

ued to wonder

and worry about

what I had writ-

ten. Why 1957?

Clearly I wasn’t

responding to

Brown. Yet one

thing I did know.

In 1957 I would

never have writ-

ten about “Black

Americans.” That

must have been a description of my letter composed

much later by an archivist who was creating a calendar

of materials in the Central Files. “Black” was a usage in-

troduced in the mid to late 1960s; I had probably, I

thought ruefully, written about “colored people.”

“D
ear mr. eisenhower,” the letter began. “I am

nine years old and I am white, but I have many

feelings about segregation.” I greeted the letter with some

relief, with surprise—and at the same time with the eye of the

historian who has subjected thousands of such documents to

critical scrutiny. I have taught classes that have spent hours dis-

cussing a single text like this one—providing context, analyzing

word choice, sentence structure, shape of argument, looking for

what it has to reveal about another place and time. I have been

deeply moved by discovering in a collection of family papers a

bloodstained communication from a soldier announcing his own

impending death. I have been excited to recognize that the slave

names in a white owner’s account book represent not just his

record of profit and loss but tell a subversive story of black family

ties maintained in face of slavery’s oppressions. I have always felt

that documents somehow magically connected me to the past;

reading manuscripts has always been my favorite part of being a

historian—even though I have always been slightly ashamed to

enjoy such antiquarianism and sentimentality—both

highly suspect in the eyes of profes-

sional historians. Now here was a copy of a

letter I had written, a letter about which I had only

vague and inaccurate memories, a letter that not only

represented some earlier version of whoever I am, but was avail-

able to any historical researcher as part of the Dwight D. Eisen-

hower Library of the National Archives of the United States. This

was no longer just my letter; it had o∞cially become archival; it

was now what historians respectfully call a Primary Source.

The letter is written on lined, three-hole, notebook paper,

which I must have taken out of my school binder. This seems con-

sistent with my memory that I never told my parents I was writ-

ing to the president. They discovered what I had been up to only

when a formulaic acknowledgement arrived from the White

House. They were stunned—both that I should have written to

the president and that I should have expressed the thoughts that

“I am nine years old and I am
white, but I have many feelings
about segregation.”

Senator Harry Byrd
put all his political
might behind “mas-
sive resistance” to
desegregation and
“interposition” by
states to nullify fed-
eral court orders to
integrate schools.
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I did. I printed in block letters, perhaps worried that my hand-

writing would otherwise be illegible. I wrote the letter, fit-

tingly—though I doubt I knew this—on Lincoln’s Birthday in

1957. I was, as the first line of the letter proclaimed, nine years old.

I also wanted the president to know—in my first sentence—that

even if I was very young, even if I was not among those feeling the

force of discrimination, I felt strongly about segregation. 

I grew up in a privileged family in the rural Shenandoah Valley.

Much of the western part of the state of Virginia had a very small

black population, but my county, Clarke, had been home to

younger sons of Tidewater gentry families during the eighteenth

and early nineteenth century, and these Burwells, Byrds, Ran-

dolphs, and Carters had brought their slaves with them to the

Valley. The descendants of the white owners and the black 

laborers remained,

joined by newer

families like mine,

which had come to

the Valley at the

turn of the twenti-

eth century. In 1950,

Clarke County’s

population of 7,074

was 17 percent

black; in adjacent

Warren and Fred-

erick Counties, the

percentages were 

8 and 2 percent; 

in Loudoun and

Fauquier, slightly

to the east, the per-

centages were 19 and 26. This was

not the Deep South, and I remem-

ber no signs designating water

fountains or waiting rooms as

Colored or White. But it was a

community of rigid racial segre-

gation nonetheless, with lines

drawn by custom and common understanding. There

were separate black and white schools; such restaurants

and other public facilities as existed in the largely rural

county were restricted to whites. In our own house, the

black cook and handyman had a separate bathroom.

When I once used it, my mother reprimanded me for in-

vading their privacy.

In February 1957, I was in the fifth grade of an all-white

school in Millwood, population approximately 200, the

nearest settlement to our farm and the site as well of the all-

white Episcopal church to which my family belonged. The

county seat, Berryville, eight miles away, had fewer than 1,000

inhabitants; Washington, D.C., was 60 miles to the east. I am not

sure where we got our news. We had no television, but I remem-

ber the almost constant chatter of the radio—especially in the car

as I was driven to school or church or piano lessons. The Washing-
ton Post was the nearest major newspaper. Somehow I managed to

feel engaged with what was happening in the world. I worried in

1956 about refugees from the Hungarian Revolution and wrote

about them in school; I would worry in 1957 that the launch of

Sputnik meant the Russians might try to take over America. Cold

War anxieties had made their way to rural Virginia. And I wor-

ried about what was happening in the South.

I
n the winter of 1956-7, the news was filled with stories

about the growing conflict over civil rights. The preceding

fall the Post had reported regularly on the progress of the

Montgomery bus boycott and the rising prominence of Martin

Luther King. In Washington itself, battle was being joined over

what ultimately became the 1957 Civil Rights Act, the first

significant piece of civil-rights legislation since Reconstruction.

But in February, Congress was still in the midst of hearings and

confronted threats of a Senate filibuster from the South. Al-

abama state judge George Wallace testified on February 6 that

the bill would make federal judges

“dictators” and undermine precious

rights of the states; the attorney gen-

eral of Georgia claimed that in creat-

ing a civil-rights division charged

with protecting civil and voting

rights, the bill would transform the

U.S. Department of Justice into a “So-

viet-type gestapo.” Yet while the Post
editorialized in favor of guarantees of

rights for black Americans, even its

own advertising pages testified to

rather di≠erent  

assumptions. Help Wanted

notices specified “Colored Men” or “Men. Over

18 (White).” And housing ads announced “Sale DC Houses. Col-

ored-Upper NW. True Splendor” or “Colored-Bargain. Modern 2

Family Brick. Only $395 Down.”

When Eisenhower traveled to Georgia in early February 1957

for a weekend visit to the plantation of his Secretary of the Trea-

sury, the local Presbyterian minister greeted him with a Sunday-

morning sermon describing “racial tensions that hang over our

southland like a heavy thunderbolt.” These tensions were

nowhere heavier in early 1957 than in Virginia.

Lakeville Farm,
in western Vir-
ginia, the author’s 
childhood home. 
A 1956 view of the
all-white school
she attended in
nearby Millwood.
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Virginia was not an obvious leader for southern opposition to

the Supreme Court’s rulings on desegregation. In many ways the

state had become increasingly oriented toward the North; its

population was less than one-quarter black, and political scien-

tist V.O. Key had in 1949 proclaimed the state’s race relations as

“perhaps the most harmonious in the South.” Integration of

higher education was al-

ready quietly underway

with the admission of a

few black students to the

University of Virginia and

Virginia Polytechnic In-

stitute. State o∞cials, in-

cluding Governor Thomas

Stanley, initially re-

sponded to the announce-

ment of the Brown decision

with calls for compliance.

Stanley promised to

“work toward a plan…in

keeping with the edict of

the Court.”

But the most powerful

man in Virginia politics—

U.S. Senator, former gov-

ernor, and Clarke County

resident Harry Byrd—

took a di≠erent perspec-

tive. The Court decision,

he proclaimed, posed “the

greatest crisis since the

War Between the States.”

The actions of the Court

threatened so to extend

federal power as to estab-

lish “totalitarian govern-

ment.” Byrd’s militant and

unyielding opposition and

the political e≠ectiveness

within the Common-

wealth of the fabled—in-

deed notorious—Byrd

Machine would derail e≠orts by moder-

ates to design a workable plan of compli-

ance and place Virginia at the head of the

South’s battle against Brown.
Harry Byrd had entered politics just

after the turn of the century and had con-

trolled a powerful statewide Democratic

machine for four decades. After serving as

governor, he joined the U.S. Senate in 1933 and quickly became a

national figure, a leading opponent of FDR and the New Deal,

and the embodiment of the growing alienation of southern De-

mocrats from the growing liberalism of the national party.

Byrd had long claimed the role of champion of the Constitu-

tion against the expansion of federal power and, in the tradition

of his states’ right forebears who had defended the prerogatives

of the South in the decades before the Civil War, he embraced

two doctrines to serve as the foundation for what would prove a

last-ditch battle against integration after Brown. “Interposition”

and “massive resistance” became the watchwords of the Byrd

movement and of the growing struggle against desegregation

across the South. Invoking John C. Calhoun’s early-nineteenth-

century language of nullification, the first doctrine argued that

the contractual provisions of the U.S. Constitution provided for

the interposition of state sovereignty between the dictates

of federal courts and the actions of local school boards; the

second doctrine, of “massive resistance,” became a rallying

cry for states to use this power to block the implementa-

tion of Brown.
In early February 1956, the Virginia legislature adopted an

interposition resolution and urged “our sister States” to join

in “prompt and deliberate e≠orts to check this and further

encroachment by the Supreme Court, through judicial legis-

lation, upon the reserved powers of the States.” In the course

of the next year, seven more states followed, passing their

own interposition measures. Under pressure from Byrd and

his allies, Virginia’s Governor Stanley abandoned his earlier

moderation and convened a special session of the General

Assembly in August 1956 to consider a program of massive

resistance. With Byrd forces in control, the legislature

adopted 23 segregationist laws, including five measures ex-

plicitly designed

to intimidate the

NAACP. At the

core of the pro-

gram of massive

resistance was a

law that removed

control over any

school integrated

by court order from

its local authorities

to the Common-

wealth of Virginia.

The governor would

then close the school,

thus enshrining state

power over either

federal or local prerogatives. This policy assumed that no public

education at all was preferable to desegregated schools. In Sep-

tember 1958, the threat of massive resistance became reality when

the governor shut down Warren County High School in Front

Royal, just 18 miles southwest of Millwood, rather than permit 22

black pupils to enroll under federal court order. As the state pur-

sued its intransigent course, high schools in Charlottesville and

Norfolk were closed as well, denying public education to more

than 13,000 of its black and white citizens. But in January 1959

both the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals and the federal dis-

trict court in Norfolk declared the state’s school-closing mea-

Raphael Johnson and
Victoria Wilson, the
handyman and cook
for the Gilpin house-
hold, also figured in
Drew Gilpin’s dawn-
ing awareness of the 
unspoken rules of
racial interaction.

With Byrd forces in control,
the Virginia legislature adopted
23 segregationist laws.
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sures unconstitutional. Within days, Virginia’s governor broke

his long and deep ties with the Byrd Machine and appeared be-

fore the General Assembly to call for an end to massive resistance.

W
hen i had written to President Eisenhower

nearly two years earlier, I did not know how the bat-

tle over Virginia’s schools would turn out. Nor, of

course, did I anticipate the struggles that would fol-

low across the South as Eisenhower sent troops to

uphold federal authority in Lit-

tle Rock the next fall, or as the

civil-rights movement ex-

tended well beyond school is-

sues and spread to Greensboro,

Albany, Orangeburg, Birming-

ham, Selma, and Mississippi.

So what was it that prompted

me on a February day in 1957 to

appeal to the president? What

I remember is that I heard

something on the radio as I 

was being

driven home from school by

Raphael Johnson—a black man who worked for my family, doing

everything from mowing the lawn, shining shoes, and washing

floors and windows, to transporting my brothers and me around

the county, entertaining us all the while with quizzes on state and

world capitals or the order of the presidents. I was in the car with

Raphael when I heard something that made me realize that black

children did not go to my school because they were not allowed to,

because I was white and they were not.

I may well have heard a story about that day’s decision by Nor-

folk federal judge Walter Ho≠man to set August 15 as the deadline

for integration in the Tidewater city of Newport News. Or I may

have heard reports of Virginia’s appeal the preceding day to delay

federal desegregation mandates for Arlington and Charlottesville.

But why did I respond to these reports, rather than news the pre-

ceding fall of Montgomery bombings? Or of the massive resistance

legislation passed in Richmond in August and September?

In my memory, in the story I had often told of that trip home

from school, I asked Raphael if what I had just

understood was true, whether I would be ex-

cluded from my school if I painted my face

black. I came home and wrote these very

words in my letter, not now as a question but

already transformed into a declaration of out-

rage to the president. “If I painted my face

black I wouldn’t be let in any public schools

etc. My feelings haven’t changed, just the

color of my skin.”

What I remember is that Raphael did not

answer my question. My probings about the

unarticulated rules of racial interaction

made him acutely uncomfortable; he was evasive. But his evasion

was for me answer enough. How was it possible that I never

asked that question or saw those realities until I was nine years

old? How could I have not noticed before? Why did I notice then?

And given my long obliviousness, why did these discoveries make

me so upset? How did I know how to read Raphael’s response

and not to press him? Why did I have, as I wrote Eisenhower,

“many feelings about segregation?”

It was not because race was a subject much discussed in my

household. I lived in a world where social arrangements were

taken for granted and assumed to be timeless. A child’s obligation

was to learn these usages, not to question them. The complexities

“If I painted my 
face black I wouldn’t 
be let in any public
schools etc.”

Below: Alexandria
voters are leafleted
by a proponent
(left) and opponent
of Virginia’s 1956
referendum to ban
school integration;
the measure
carried 2 to 1. Right:
Three years later, 
in 1959, Alexandria
schools are inte-
grated—only the
third Virginia city
where this is so.
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of racial deportment were of a piece with learning manners and

etiquette more generally. There were formalized ways of organiz-

ing almost every aspect of human relationships and interac-

tions—how you placed your fork and knife on the plate when you

had finished eating, what you did with a fingerbowl; who walked

through a door first, whose name was spoken first in an introduc-

tion, how others were addressed—black adults with just a first

name, whites as “Mr.” or “Mrs.”—whose hand you shook and

whose you didn’t, who ate in the dining room and who in the

kitchen. But to a young white child sorting through this array of

behavioral rules and expectations, the dictates of racial etiquette

hardly stood out from all the others.

Partly this was because the iron fist of prejudice in my 1950s

Virginia was sheathed in the velvet glove of paternalism. I do not

think I ever heard the word “nigger” as a child; I never witnessed

any physical cruelty of whites towards blacks. The white adults

around me treated “colored people” with what they considered to

be good manners. Yet there was at the same time an undeniable

assumption of superiority—of greater intelligence, of entitle-

ment, of earned social position—that took its most pernicious

and overt expression in occasions of humor or gentle mockery,

disguised, or perhaps rationalized, as patronizing a≠ec-

tion. When I became a historian and began to read

about black and white interaction in the Old South of a

century earlier, much seemed startlingly familiar.

No one talked openly about race in my family. It

would have been considered rude—not unlike dis-

cussing sex, another prohibited topic. That the

Supreme Court or Martin Luther

King would raise such issues was

above all a breach of decorum. Such

rare references as I heard from my el-

ders about the emerging civil-rights

revolution consisted of clucking dis-

missals of impropriety and ill-man-

nered presumption. The elephant

sat unmentioned in the living

room. Even in the political arena,

the discussion of race in Vir-

ginia was coded. Harry Byrd’s

program of massive resistance

never directly invoked race or

attacked blacks; instead he

spoke of constitutional ab-

stractions: of states’ rights

and federal encroachments.

Yet somehow I knew that,

as with sex, talking about

race was not just rude, but

dangerous. When I asked

Raphael about my school,

I crossed both those

lines—of propriety and

of safety. To acknowl-

edge race was the first

step toward change.

Raphael knew far bet-

ter than I the dangers

involved in any ques-

tioning of his place. But even at nine I knew enough to recognize

my questions as a transgression.

Like a majority of white Virginians, my parents had voted for

Eisenhower in 1952 and 1956. The solidly Democratic South was

beginning to break apart, recognizing the Republican party as the

more natural home for its conservatism. Harry Byrd had in a

sense given his permission for such realignment, refusing to sup-

port Adlai Stevenson’s Democratic presidential candidacy. When

Eisenhower won election, Byrd hailed the new administration as

a “ray of hope” that federal power and spending might be curbed.

I understood little of this in 1957, but I had been taken the pre-

ceding fall, as part of the 1956 campaign season, to an Eisenhower

rally in nearby Middleburg. The candidate himself appeared, and

although I remember nothing of what he said, the man’s benevo-

lent mien and generous smile made me glad to wear my “I Like

Ike” button. I had seen the president; the White House had a

human face; I could certainly write to him. I would address my

letter to “Mr.,” not “President,” Eisenhower.

What surprised me most about the letter when I was reunited

with it after more than 45 years was that the argument it o≠ered

against segregation was fundamentally a religious one. I had not 

remembered that 

at all. “Long ago on

Christmas Day Jesus

Christ was born. As

you remember he was

born to save the world

…Colored people aren’t

given a chance…So what

if their skin is black?

They still have feelings

but most of all are God’s

people!” For years, I had

told myself and others a

quite di≠erent story about

the sources and logic of my

racial views. I thought that

the combination of the mer-

ciless rationality and the po-

litical innocence of the child

Students from
Clinton High
School oppose the
first integration of
a state-supported
school in Ten-
nessee, August
1956. Two of the
three boys later
reported to class.
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had led me to see the inconsistencies between the American creed

of democracy and equality and the cruel realities of race in the

mid-twentieth-century South. Perhaps I had been encouraged to

make these assumptions about my motivations by the literature

of southern history and by books like Gunnar Myrdal’s 1944 clas-

sic An American Dilemma:The Negro Problem and Modern
Democracy, which emphasized the emerging aware-

ness after World War II of the contradictions in-

herent in American racial

attitudes. I thought that

the paradoxes of freedom

and unfreedom that had

plagued Virginians since

the slaveowner Thomas

Je≠erson penned the Dec-

laration of Independence

had prompted me to un-

derstand—even as a nine-

year-old—the hypocrisy

of the white South. But 

my letter did not invoke

American values; it as-

sailed a di≠erent sort of

hypocrisy. It was su≠used

with Christianity.

Perhaps I took this per-

spective because of the

widely reported news of a

declaration in early Febru-

ary 1957 from 60 of Rich-

mond’s Protestant clergy,

who decried the sacrifice

of the state’s public school

system “on the altar…of

prejudice” and called for a

“Judeo-Christian frame-

work…of moral resolution”

for the crisis. I certainly

seemed to share their

“Judeo-Christian” ap-

proach. But I have never thought of my childhood or my family as

particularly religious. Ours was the detached faith of Episco-

palianism, not the enthusiastic piety of the evangelical South.

Talk about God was confined to Sunday-morning church, Sunday

school, and a daily rendition of the Lord’s Prayer—recited so fast

at bedtime as to be almost one long word “whoartinheavenhal-

lowedbethyname.” Any other invocation of religion was almost as

indecorous as discussing sex or race. We did not even say grace at

meals. Yet here I was writing to the president demanding justice

for “God’s people.”

Neither race nor the civil-rights movement was ever mentioned

in our all-white local church. By the middle years of the 1960s my

outrage at this stunning silence would lead me to abandon orga-

nized religion permanently. But in 1957 I was too young to notice

how much less progressive our local minister seemed to be on the

segregation question than many of Richmond’s clergymen. When

I learned much later about the colonial Virginia “right of advow-

son,” which gave landowners e≠ective control over the appoint-

ment and retention of clergy, I came to look upon the behavior of

our rector, his failure to question the assumptions of the small cir-

cle of Clarke County residents who served as his vestry and set

his salary, as part of a very long and ignoble tradition. His timid-

ity and conformity, his failure to speak out against—perhaps even

to see—twentieth-century racial injustice, were of a piece with

the church’s willful blindness—even complicity—in the estab-

lishment of slavery in the seventeenth century and in its de-

fense up to the moment of its abolition.

Yet I imbibed some sort

of egalitarian

message from

the church, none-

theless.  Was it

from the week-

ly Bible stories 

in Sunday school?

The only one of

these classes that I

specifical ly recal l

was memorable for

rather di≠erent rea-

sons. One day, my fa-

ther came to teach my

class, substituting for

the regular instr uc-

tor—I think the minister’s

wife—who was sick. That

Sunday’s tale was Samson

and Delilah. When we got

to the end, my father asked

if we children could iden-

tify the moral of the story.

When no one supplied 

it,  he o≠ered his inter-

pretation: “Never trust a

woman.” It seems Sunday

school was no more likely

to l iberate my mind on

questions of gender than

of race.

Yet Christianity bore a message of freedom and justice and

human worth that even the legacies of slavery and the inhumanity

of segregation and racism could not silence. Jesus Christ, I in-

formed Eisenhower, was born to save “not only white people but

black yellow red and brown.” In their segregated churches, white

southern Christians sang:

In Christ there is no East or West

In Him no South or North;

But one great fellowship of love

Throughout the whole wide earth.

Join hands, then brothers of the faith

What e’er your race may be;

Who serves my Father as a son

Is surely kin to me.

In the leather-bound Common Prayer and Hymnal that I was given

as a child, this is hymn 263. The words are attributed to “John Ox-

enham, 1908”; the notes appear above the stanzas on two treble

staves marked simply “Negro Melody.” Christianity in the mid-

twentieth-century South, as in many (please turn to page 82)

Twenty-one black 
students receive nearly
private education as
they attend Warren
County (Virginia) High
School, integrated by
court order, in 
February 1959 (all the
white students boy-
cotted the school).
Below: Two black
students are turned
away from an 
Arlington junior
high school in 
September 1957.
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other times and places, contained power-

ful ambiguities.

Slaves a century earlier had found in

Christianity a message of self-a∞rmation

and a promise of ultimate liberation that

provided a critical foundation for com-

munity, identity, and survival. In the mid

twentieth century, Christianity would

serve as the weapon of the weak, an ide-

ology for mass civil-rights activism, a

lever of change that would make the

transformation of southern race relations

possible. Martin Luther King’s e≠ective-

ness depended on the existence of thou-

sands of Americans like me who could be

confronted with the contradictions be-

tween their fundamental religious and

moral commitments and their participa-

tion in the South’s systems of racial op-

pression.

In his famous “Letter from Birmingham

Jail,” written in 1963, King articulated his

challenge to the Christian South to live up

to its professed ideals. “The contemporary

Church is so often a weak, ine≠ectual

voice with an uncertain sound…. It is so

often the arch supporter of the status

quo…. But the judgment of God is upon

the Church as never before. If the Church

of today does not recapture the sacrificial

spirit of the early Church, it will lose its

authentic ring, forfeit the loyalty of mil-

lions…. I hope the Church…will meet the

challenge of this decisive hour.”

King explained the strategy that had

shaped his e≠orts in Montgomery, in Al-

bany, and in Birmingham. His movement

depended on its appeal to “the light of

human conscience” and its commitment

to ending the silence of consent to the sta-

tus quo. “Nonviolent direct action seeks to

create such a crisis…that a community…is

forced to confront the issue. It seeks so to

dramatize the issue that it can no longer

be ignored.”

As I grew older, King would success-

fully appeal to my conscience. I am not

sure what, if anything, I knew of his

e≠orts in Montgomery when I wrote to

Eisenhower in 1957. But his message spoke

to exactly the sentiments that prompted

my letter. And it was these same senti-

ments that encouraged me, by my later

years in high school, to get involved with

Quaker activists and to spend the summer

of 1964 on a civil-rights initiative in Or-

angeburg, Atlanta, and Birmingham. Eight

years after I wrote President Eisenhower, I

responded to Martin Luther King’s

dramatization of the injustices at Selma in

exactly the way he hoped and intended.

Like thousands of other Americans, I

found the television images of Bloody Sun-

day on Selma’s Edmund Pettus Bridge in-

tolerable. I could not stand by as peaceful

citizens were clubbed and gassed as they

marched for the right to vote. A college

freshman, I cut my spring midterms and

went to Selma. As with my letter to Eisen-

hower, I never told my parents. Even as I

di≠ered from them on issues of race and

civil rights, I seem to have been less suc-

cessful in challenging their rules about si-

lences. For all the changes that came to

Virginia and the world in the sixties and

afterwards, we still never talked openly

about race, religion, or sex.

T
he nine-year- old wr iter
closes her letter with emotion, as if

the e≠ort to advance the logic of

her position has for a full page only just

managed to contain the intense “feelings

about segregation” she described in the

first paragraph. “Please Mr. Eisenhower

please try and have schools and other

things accept colored people.” This letter

takes its place within the tradition of en-

treaties and petitions from women to their

rulers. Indeed it was within the nine-

teenth-century abolition movement that

American women’s right to petition was

first forcefully expressed, as between 1831

and the Civil War women sent three mil-

lion signatures to Congress pleading for

the end of slavery. In 1863, Susan B. An-

thony defined the petition as woman’s

most important political right. “Women,”

she observed, “can neither take the ballot

or the bullet….Therefore, to us, the right of

petition is one sacred right which we

ought not to neglect.” Like all American

women until the passage of the Nine-

teenth Amendment in 1920, just 37 years

earlier, this nine-year-old letter-writer

cannot vote. She is, of course, too young.

But that means that, like generations of

women who preceded her, she has no po-

litical power to exert, no threat to o≠er, no

reward to promise any elected o∞cial. She

can only plead. This injustice matters to

me, she writes, even though I am only

nine, even though I am white and it is not

being done to me.

Why did it matter so much? Was the in-

justice in some sense being done to me?

There was, of course, a long tradition of

white southern opposition to slavery that

insisted slavery harmed whites more than

blacks. Je≠erson himself made this argu-

ment. But there is no evidence that I was

thinking about segregation in this way.

Yet I find something curious and perhaps

revealing about the letter’s signature.

“Sincerly.” I was a good speller. This is my

one slip. But my name is out of alignment.

It looks as if I wrote Drew Gilpin, which

was indeed what I was called. And then I

decided I should include my real first

name, which I never used except to iden-

tify myself as female. So “Catherine” is

added in front—sticking out from the

‘Sincerly” and looking quite out of place. I

wanted to be known not just as nine and

white but as a girl. I am sure that had I not

added the “Catherine,” the response from

the White House would have come to Mr.

Gilpin; the description of the letter in the

Eisenhower Library catalog would note

that “Mr. Gilpin expresses his feelings….” I

had begun to learn the realities of having a

male name even by the age of nine; I knew

I had to take action to claim my female-

ness and my own identity. I wanted to

speak to Eisenhower as the person I was,

and clearly I saw part of that as being a

girl.

Did being a girl have a more general im-

portance to the letter and to my “feelings

about segregation?” I have often won-

dered this as I have thought about the

years that followed. I was the only daugh-

ter in a family of four children; I was the

rebel who did not just march for civil

rights and against the Vietnam War, but

who fought endlessly with my mother, re-

fusing to accept her insistence that “This

is a man’s world, sweetie, and the sooner

you learn that the better o≠ you’ll be.” Did

my sense of the privileges allotted my
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ask was how people come not just to accept
but to defend slavery or segregation.



brothers—who did not have to wear

scratchy organdy dresses or lace under-

wear, sit decorously, curtsy, or accept in-

numerable other constraints on free-

dom—make me attuned to other sorts of

injustice? I grew up in a man’s world and

a white world. Did I somehow see a con-

nection between the two? The women’s

movement would certainly help me to

make these connections many years later.

But I did not have the language or ana-

lytic framework to articulate such in-

sights until after I graduated from college.

It is extraordinary what one doesn’t see.

Or perhaps on some level I did see, and

the sense of my own place in my family

and in the Virginia social order did make

me sensitive to the place of others. 

The public schools in Clarke County

were not integrated until 1966. The

vagueness of the Supreme Court’s de-

mand for “all deliberate speed” became an

ironic betrayal of so many of the civil-

rights movement’s hopes. By 1966, I was a

junior in college in Pennsylvania. I rarely

returned to Virginia—from school or, in-

deed, ever again. I found its silences both

too di∞cult to maintain and too di∞cult

to challenge. I would wrestle with the

dilemmas of race that had su≠used my

childhood from a distance of both time

and space. Living my life north of the

Mason-Dixon line, I abandoned activism

for history, telling myself that I was

searching in the nineteenth-century

South’s experiences of slavery and war for

the understanding that might somehow

contribute to change.

At the core of the questions I wanted to

ask about the past was the desire to com-

prehend how human beings become so

imbedded in the taken-for-grantedness of

their world that they cannot see it clearly,

how people come not just to accept but to

defend slavery or segregation—or any of a

host of other insupportable injustices. If

we understand how others have failed to

see or failed to speak, perhaps, I thought,

we can come to recognize our own blind-

nesses, our own processes of rationaliza-

tion and self-justification. Perhaps his-

tory can help us to see the contingency of

our lives, our beliefs, and our social

worlds. Perhaps history can help us un-

derstand that it could have been, we

could have been, we could still be other-

wise. In history we might find a sense of

possibility.

But as I think of my nine-year-old self, I

am acutely aware as well of the opportu-

nities given—or denied—by specific his-

torical moments. I wrote my letter be-

cause the radio, the newspapers, the

Richmond clergy, the Supreme Court, the

NAACP had begun to break the silence.

Had I been born a decade earlier, I would

never have asked those questions, written

that letter, or been privileged to lead what

has become my life. My actions—my let-

ter, my protests, my marches—mattered

very little to the cause of racial justice in

the twentieth-century South; but they

freed me: to speak, to see, and to escape

from a world of dehumanizing silence.

Drew Gilpin Faust is professor of history, profes-
sor of Afro-American studies, and dean of the
Radcli≠e Institute for Advanced Study. This 
article was written for a collection of autobio-
graphical essays by southern historians entitled
Shapers of Southern History, to be pub-
lished by the University of Georgia Press in
2004, and appears in this magazine with the 
editors’ thanks.

Friends of Harvard Magazine held a first event at the

Harvard Faculty Club on March 9, 2003. The 115

guests enjoyed a lively reading by and discussion

with Helen Vendler, Harvard’s A. Kingsley Porter

University Professor, about her new

book, Coming of Age as a Poet. 

The Friends group was started to

show appreciation for loyal and gen-

erous donors to Harvard Magazine. To

recognize and strengthen that bond,

Friends of Harvard Magazine looks for-

ward to o≠ering additional special

events featuring stimulating and

thought-provoking members of the

Harvard community.
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